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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of applying the COSMIC ISO
19761 measurement method on a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) medical software application. The application in our
case study uses 3D constrained Delaunay triangulated
algorithms to generate volumetric meshes from the segmented
2D MRI images. The various steps of the measurement method
are explored and discussed in details after analyzing the
requirements and the system architecture of the application.
Examples are presented to illustrate how the measurement
results obtained can be beneficial to researchers evaluating and
comparing such applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
Medical mesh generation software applications can produce
volumetric representations and detailed numerical models of
human organs. The physicians can use the quantitative data
collected from such models to potentially increase the
probability of making more accurate diagnoses and better
treatments. Accessing such applications is usually limited as
many of these applications are commercial and very expensive
[1]. Moreover, many of these applications require sophisticated
hardware architectures to operate on, which would limit their
portability [1]. Although numerous attempts have been made in
the public domain to produce software to overcome these
problems, the results obtained from such software are rarely
evaluated on realistic datasets [2]. Because of all of these
limitations and challenges, comparisons performed in the
literature are usually limited to a very few mesh generators. As
there is no standard method for researchers to use to evaluate
and compare such software, there is an obvious need to
establish such a method for the medical domain that will be
widely accepted.
Today, there are five ISO recognized measurement methods
in the software industry [3]: (I) ISO 19761-COSMIC; (II) ISO
20926-IFPUG; (III) ISO 20968-MKII, (IV) ISO 24570NESMA; and (V) ISO 29881-FISMA. This paper applies the
method of the ISO 19761-COSMIC standard to a medical
software architecture used to transfer medical images from their
native scanned format to volumetric meshes that can be used by
the Finite Element Method (FEM) software. The ISO 19761COSMIC standard was chosen because of its numerous
advantages, among them [3]: (I) availability in the public
domain; (II) simple design; (III) applicability to a very wide
range of software; (IV) ability to capture size from multiple
software viewpoints; and (V) underlying concepts that are
compatible with modern software engineering concepts.
This paper not only evaluates the current state of the
technology of applying software measurement on medical
applications, but also suggests a new point of view for
designing and developing such applications, with the aim of

helping future researchers to better evaluate this type of
software.
In section 2, the software system requirements of one of the
medical software system applications are listed and the system
architecture of the software is outlined. In section 3, the details
of applying the COSMIC measurement method to the user layer
of the software application are discussed. In section 4, some
analysis is presented to illustrate the use of the measurement
results obtained in some evaluations and comparisons. Finally,
some ideas for future work are suggested in section 5.
2. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND
ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, the strategy of evaluating the application of
software measurement methods on medical applications is
studied by applying one of these methods on one open-source
medical software system. We use the proposed software system
application in [4] for this purpose. The main objective of the
application in [4] is to transfer 2D medical images into meshes
that can be used by FEM software. The meshes are generated by
applying 3D constrained Delaunay tetrahedralization
algorithms. The requirements of this software system are
summarized in the following subsections.
2.1.

Functional Requirements

The functional features of the system are: (I) the ability to
process MRI images in their native DICOM format; (II) the
capability of providing the various intermediate image
processing operations; (III) the ability to generate volume
adaptive Delaunay meshes; (IV) the capability to visualize the
produced meshes; and (V) the ability to report the quality of the
generated meshes.
2.2.

Non-Functional Requirements

The non-functional features of the system are: (I) Performance:
speed is maximized, while memory use is minimized (this is
important because of the high computational cost of processing
medical data); (II) Usability: minimal knowledge is required to
learn it and use it; (III) Expandability: new functionalities,
features, and components are easy to develop and integrate; and
(IV) Portability: it is readily portable across the various
platforms and not limited to specific hardware.
2.3.

System architecture

Figure 1 shows an overview of the system’s processes and how
the various components communicate with each other in order
to accomplish the various tasks and provide the necessary
functionalities.

3.1.

Figure 1. Overview of the system’s processes.
2.4.

Mesh Quality Evaluation

One of the features of the medical software application in our
case study is its ability to produce a report about the quality of
the meshes it generates. This is a very essential feature for such
applications as it can provide a means for others to compare the
results produced and evaluate how successful the application is
in achieving the objectives of its functional operations. The
quality of the finite element analysis of MRI medical data relies
directly on the quality of the mesh representation. The
application uses a set of three main criterions in producing these
reports. These criterions are [4]: (I) Geometric mesh quality
measures; (ii) Mesh surface approximation measures; and (iii)
Performance measures.
The first criterion is mainly for the quality of the shape of
the small individual tetrahedral elements produced and it is
based entirely on the elements’ geometric attributes. For this
purpose, both α and βBaker measures [16] are considered. The
second criteria is based on how well all the elements are in
representing the original organ. This is done by computing the
Hausdorff distance mean error dm(S,S’) between the generated
surface (S’) and the original surface (S) [17].
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Identification of Layers

In the context of the COSMIC measurement method, it is
important to identify the layers where the set of software
requirements will be operating. One of the most common
characteristics of almost all medical software applications is the
complexity of their services. This characteristic is, of course,
directly related to the complexity of the living objects that are
the focus of the MRI analysis. Because of this complexity, a
complex software system tends to assign the requirements of its
services to various software components [3]. The software
system in our case study is no exception. The functional
requirements for supplying the main functionality of the product
were divided among three main components: ITK, VTK, and
TetGen. These individual components, which are actually
complete software systems by themselves, were then connected
using the Tcl scripting language component. This gluing
component was used mainly to establish two interfaces: the
ITK-VTK interface and the VTK-TetGen interface. The
functional requirements for supplying the main functionality of
the software system can be found in three layers. This is best
illustrated with a diagram (Figure 2). We refer to these layers as
the User layer, the Virtual Environment (Wrapper) layer, and
the System layer.
The User layer is the first layer, and consists of the software
written/used by the researchers to control and carry out the
various intermediate operations to produce the meshes. The
second layer is the Virtual Environment (Wrapper) layer, and
consists of the software used to transform Tcl commands into
their equivalent commands in the ITK, VTK, and TetGen
engines. The third layer is the System layer, which consists of
the software written to produce the three engines. In this paper,
only the User layer is studied. The second and the third system
layers will be the subject of future work (see section 5).
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|S| represents the area of the original surface and d(p,S’) is the
distance between the generated surface and a point p in the
original surface. The third criterion is to record both the time
spent and the memory storage utilized to accomplish the
requested task of generating the meshes. Remember that it can
be very critical for a surgeon to obtain the needed mesh data
within a specific short period of time.
3. COSMIC MEASUREMENT METHOD
The purpose of the measurement is to determine the COSMIC
(ISO 19761) size of the main functionality of the medical
software application in our case study for transforming DICOM
files, produced from MRI or CT scans, into a volumetric mesh
and producing a report describing the quality of the generated
mesh. It is important to state clearly that it is not the purpose of
this case study to measure the size of all the user requirements,
functional and non-functional, documented in section 2. To do
so, it would be a very lengthy process, and beyond the scope of
this paper. The measurement is to be performed using COSMIC
– ISO 19761 (2009), Version 3.0.1 and the measurement
viewpoint in this case study is that of the researchers who are
interested in using and developing such software applications.
The measurement scope is the software functional user
requirements needed to accomplish the main functionality of the
system. Only the functionalities allocated to the software in the
requirements are considered.

Figure 2. The three layers of the software system
3.2.

Identification of the Functional Users

The functional users who interact with the software in the User
layer, sending data to the software, are: (1) the researcher who
supplies the DICOM input files; (2) the ITK software wrapped
as Tcl commands; (3) the VTK software wrapped as Tcl
commands; (4) the TetGen software wrapped as Tcl commands.
The functional users who receive data from the software are:
(1) the researcher who receives the report about the quality of
the generated meshes; (2) the FEM software to consume the
Mesh; (3) the ITK software wrapped as Tcl commands; (4) the
VTK software wrapped as Tcl commands; (5) the TetGen
software wrapped as Tcl commands.
3.3.

Identification of the Boundary

Based on the analysis of the written requirements, the diagram
shown in Figure 3 shows the software, along with its functional
users, and hence the software boundary.
In other words, for the software in the User layer, there are
three software components (ITK, VTK, and TetGen) and one
human user, who sends data signals to the software. Also, there

are four software components (ITK, VTK, TetGen, and the
FEM software) and one human user, who receives data from the
software. In addition, the software reads/writes data stored in
the persistent storage device (hard disk).
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Figure 3. Diagram of the boundary of the software system.
3.4.

Identification of Triggering Events

After analyzing the application in our case study, the following
eight triggering events can be identified: (1) Start Event; (2)
Segmentation End Event; (3) Extracting a Tissue End Event; (4)
Marching Cube End Event; (5) Decimation End Event; (6)
Smoothing End Event; (7) Generating the Mesh End Event; and
(8) Generating the Report End Event
Note that the triggering event#(1) is created by the human
researcher/operator, triggering events#(2) is produced by the
ITK engine, triggering events#(3, 4, 5, 6, and 8) are produced
by the VTK engine, and triggering events#(8) is produced by
the TetGen engine.
Also note that the above list does not include all the events
that occur during operation of the software system, but the
triggering events only. Note that a triggering event is an event
that gets stimulated by a functional user of the measured
application and causes the start of one or more functional
processes [15].
3.5.

Identification of Data Groups

From the documentation of the application, the data groups that
the software has to handle are identified. These are categorized
into two categories, based on the data movement: sources and
destinations. The data groups are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Source data groups for the software system
Data
Objects of Interest
Sources
(Data Group)
Researcher
ITK
Software
VTK
Software

-Process Start Signal (ProcessSS)
-Location of MRI DICOM files
(InputImagesPath)
-Segmentation End Signal (Seg_ES)
-Location of segmented files
(SegmentedPath)
-Extracting End Signal (ExtractionES)
-Memory address of the generated extracted
objects (ExtractionAddress)
-Marching Cube End Signal (MC_ES)
-Memory address of the objects after
applying the Marching Cube operation
(MC_Address)
-Decimation End Signal (DecimationES)
-Memory address of objects after applying

TetGen
Software
Storage
Device
Persistent
Data

the Decimation operation
(DecimationAddress)
-Smoothing End Signal (SmoothES)
-Location of the generated smoothed
surface object files (SmoothPath)
-Generating Report End Signal (ReportES)
-Location of the generated report
(ReportPath)
-Generating Mesh End Signal (MeshES)
-Location of the generated mesh file
(MeshPath)
- ITK generated files that contain the output
of the segmentation operation
(SegmentedFiles)
- TetGen file that contains the output of the
mesh generation algorithm (MeshFile)

Table 2: Destination data groups for the software system
Data
Objects of Interest
Destinations
(Data Group)
ITK
-Location of MRI DICOM files
Software
(InputImagesPath)
-Segmentation Start Signal command
(Seg_SS)
VTK
-Location of converted segmented files
Software
(SegmentedPath)
-Extracting Start Signal Command
(ExtractionSS)
-Memory address of the generated
extracted objects (ExtractionAddress)
-Marching Cube Start Signal Command
(MC_SS)
-Memory address of the objects after
applying the Marching Cube operation
(MC_Address)
-Decimation Start Signal Command
(DecimationSS)
-Memory address of objects after applying
the Decimation operation
(DecimationAddress)
-Smoothing Start Signal Command
(SmoothSS)
-Location of the converted generated mesh
file (ConvertedMeshPath)
- Generating Report Start Command
Signal (ReportSS)
TetGen
-Location of the generated smoothed
Software
surface object files (SmoothPath)
-Generating Mesh Start Signal (MeshSS)
FEM
-Location of the generated mesh file
Software
(MeshPath)
-Process End Signal (ProcessES)
Researcher
-Location of generated report (ReportPath)
Storage
-Files representing the conversion result of
Device
the SegmentedFiles to a format that can be
Persistent
read by the VTK engine (SegmentedFiles)
Data
-A file representing the conversion result
of the MeshFile to a format that can be
read by the VTK
engine(ConvertedMeshFile)
3.6.

Identification of Functional Processes

From the requirements, eight candidate functional processes
were identified. A functional process (FProcess) is a group of
functional user requirements whose data movements can be

isolated separately from the other groups. [15]. Note that each
candidate process was verified to satisfy the COSMIC
conditions [12] to be considered as a COSMIC functional
process.
The candidate COSMIC functional processes are: (1) Start
FProcess; (2) Extract Tissue FProcess; (3) Marching Cube
FProcess; (4) Decimation FProcess;(5) Smoothing FProcess; (6)
Mesh Generation FProcess; (7) Report Generation FProcess;
and (8) End Process FProcess.
3.7.

Identification of Data Movements

For each functional process identified, the COSMIC data
movement should be identified. Based on the movement’s
source and destination, one can classify four data movement
types [15]: (I) Entry (E) type where the source is a functional
user and the destination is the software application; (II) Exit (E)
type where the source is the software application and the
destination is a functional user; (III) Write (W) type where the
source is the software application and the destination is a
persistent storage medium; and (IV) Read (R) type where the
source is a persistent storage medium and the destination is the
software application.
The details of this step are presented in Table 3. Note that
the size is indicated in the right-hand column in the COSMIC
unit, that is: 1 COSMIC function point = 1 CFP.
Table 3: Details of COSMIC functional processes, data
movements, and the data group
T
FProcess
C
Data Movement
Data
y
(Triggering
F
Description
Group
p
Event)
P
e
Start
-Receiving
the ProcessSS
E 1
(Start Event) triggering event
-Receiving
the InputImage E 1
DICOM file path
sPath
Sending
the
X 1
segmentation
Seg_SS
command to ITK
-Sending the file path InputImage X 1
to ITK
sPath
4
the Seg_ES
Extract Tissue -Receiving
E 1
(Segmentation triggering event
End Event)
-Receiving
the Segmented
E 1
segmented file path
Path
Reading
the
segmented files from Segmented
R 1
the storage device
Files
-Writing
the
converted segmented Segmented
W 1
files to the storage Files
device
-Sending
the ExtractionS
extracting command S
X 1
to VTK
-Sending
the Segmented
converted segmented Path
X 1
file path of to VTK
6
Marching
-Receiving
the ExtractionE E 1
triggering event
Cube
S
the ExtractionAd E 1
(Extracting a -Receiving
Tissue
End memory address of dress
Event)
the extracted objects

Sending
the
marching
cube
command to VTK
-Sending the memory
address
of
the
extracted objects to
VTK
Decimation
(Marching
Cube
End
Event)

Smoothing
(Decimation
End Event)

Mesh
Generation
(Smoothing
End Event)

Report
Generation
(Generating
the Mesh End
Event)

MC_SS
X

1

ExtractionAd
dress
X

1

-Receiving
the
triggering event
-Receiving
the
memory address of
the marching cube
surface object
Sending
the
decimation command
to VTK
-Sending the memory
address
of
the
marching
cube
surface object to
VTK

MC_ES

E

4
1

MC_Addre
ss

E

1

Decimation
SS

X

1

MC_Addre
ss

X

1

-Receiving
the
triggering event
-Receiving
the
memory address of
the decimated surface
object
Sending
the
smoothing command
to VTK
-Sending the memory
address
of
the
decimated
surface
object to VTK

Decimation
ES

E

4
1

E

1

X

1

Decimation
Address

X

1

-Receiving
the
triggering event
-Receiving the path
of the smoothed file
-Sending the generate
mesh command to
TetGen
-Sending the path of
the smoothed file to
TetGen

SmoothES

E

4
1

SmoothPat
h
MeshSS

E

1

X

1

SmoothPat
h

X

1

-Receiving
the
triggering event
-Receiving the path
of the mesh file
- Reading the mesh
from the storage
device
-Writing
the
converted mesh file
Sending
the
command to generate
the report to VTK
-Sending the path
converted mesh file

MeshES

E

4
1

MeshPath

E

1

MeshFile

R

1

Converted
MeshFile

W

1

ReportSS

X

1

Converted
MeshPath

X

1

Decimation
Address
SmoothSS

6
End

-Receiving

the

ReportES

E

1

(Generating
triggering event
the
Report -Receiving the path
End Event)
of the report file
- Sending the path of
the report file to the
researcher
-Sending the path of
the mesh file to FEM
software
- Sending the Process
end signal to FEM
software

ReportPath

E

1

ReportPath

X

1

MeshPath

X

1

ProcessES

X

1
5

Total functional size in COSMIC CFP =

37

4. ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS
For our software system, eight functional processes were
identified in the User layer. The COSMIC functional size of the
main functionality of the system is 37 CFP. Table 4 summarizes
these results for the eight functional processes.
Table 4: Summary of COSMIC measurement results
Number of Data
Functional
Movements
CFP
Process
E
X
R
W
Start
2
2
0
0
4
Extract Tissue
2
2
1
1
6
Marching Cube
2
2
0
0
4
Decimation
2
2
0
0
4
Smoothing
2
2
0
0
4
Mesh Generation
2
2
0
0
4
Report Generation
2
2
1
1
6
End
2
3
0
0
5
Total
16 17
2
2
37
But how can such numbers be useful to researchers who are
interested in using or evaluating this medical software system?
There are many possible ways to view these numbers. Each
would provide researchers with valuable information that could
help them to better evaluate and compare the available
applications.
For example, a single medical software application usually
provides a set of many different services, capabilities, and
functionalities. In many cases, the researchers are only
interested in some of these services, or even just some of the
sub-services that the medical application can provide. Each
service or functionality can be presented as a set of COSMIC
functional processes. Based on the COSMIC size of each
functional process identified, the contribution of each to the
overall main functionality of the system can be computed. This
ratio would indicate how much each functional process
contributes to producing the full service of the system. By
adding the ratios of the functional processes that are included in
a sub-service, the researcher would end up with the expected
utilization percentage from using such software system. To
illustrate this point in our example, assume that a researcher is
interested only in using the software system to produce the
mesh surface, and not the volumetric mesh. The first five
functional processes will be needed to create the surface mesh.
In Table 5, the contribution ratio of each COSMIC functional
process is computed. From this table, the researcher would
know that generating the mesh surface service would utilize
about 59% of the overall main functionality of the system.

Table 5: Contribution ratio of each COSMIC FProcess
Ratio in
Functional Process
Application
Start
11 %
Extract Tissue
16 %
Marching Cube
11 %
Decimation
11 %
Smoothing
11 %
Mesh Generation
11 %
Report Generation
16 %
End
13%
Also, one of the most common characteristics of almost all
medical software applications is the complexity of their
services. Because of this complexity, a medical software system
tends to assign the requirements of its services to various
software components, as shown in our system application.
Valuable information can also be obtained by computing the
functional size associated with each individual functional user
(component) of the software system. Table 6 shows the
functional size in CFP associated with all the functional users of
the software system.
Table 6: The functional size for each functional user
Functional User
CFP
ITK
4
VTK
20
TetGen
4
Researcher
3
FEM Software
2
Persistent Device Storage
4
This kind of information can be very useful for helping
researchers who are interested in replacing one software
component for another, or even introducing new components to
the system to expand it. This information can help them
estimate the effort needed and predict the degree of change
required to replace/add one or more components. There are
many reasons why a component needs to be replaced or added
in such systems. For example, it might be needed to apply new
algorithms, to handle a new requirement of supporting a certain
environment, or to expand the system with new features and
capabilities.
From a different point of view, the ratios of the COSMIC data
movement types are represented in Table 7.
Table 7: Contribution ratio of each data movement type
Functional Types of Data
Ratio in
Movement
Application
Entry (E)
43 %
Exit (X)
46 %
Read (R)
5.5 %
Write (W)
5.5 %
From this table, we can see that the largest contributor to the
functional size is either the Entry data movements or the Exit
data movements (about 90%): this is expected for such
functional processes in the User layer. In this layer, the main
purpose of functional processes is to transfer data between the
various components, and it is not common for software in this
layer to manipulate data. This kind of information can help
determine the degree of compatibility between the selected
components. By choosing components that are compatible with
one another, it would be expected that, in the User layer, there
would be more Entry and Exit data movements than Read and
Write data movements.
The COSMIC measurement method relies on the data
movement concept to determine the functional size of the
software. The data movement is the fundamental functional

component responsible for moving a single data group type
[15]. Because of this heavy dependency, the results obtained
from such a measurement task are also very good indicators of
the performance of the system. Performance is a key
requirement of most medical applications (see section 2). For
example, our software system has to perform many intermediate
operations to generate the mesh surface (18 CFP). If a
researcher were to find a component capable of producing the
mesh surface directly, instead of applying these multiple
intermediate operations, we would expect much better
performance in the User layer. Note, however, that this doesn’t
guarantee better performance of the overall system. Full
analysis of all the layers of the system should be carried out and
taken into consideration before such statement is made.
Future Work
There are clearly many potential directions for future work.
For instance, not all the possible functionalities of the software
system were studied in this paper and the system has many
other capabilities that were not covered in this study. This
includes its ability to visualize the output of many of the
intermediate operations, and the ability to refine the generated
meshes to reduce errors and improve their quality. Also, the
non-functional requirements were not covered in this paper.
Another interesting idea for future work would be to extend
the current case study to include the COSMIC measurement of
the functional processes in the second layer (the Virtual
Environment – Wrapper layer) and the third layer (the System
layer), the latter being where all the algorithms are implemented
and therefore the performance of such systems should be
evaluated there. Even though most of the functional size
measurement methods do not take algorithms into account
directly [3], it is very possible to apply the COSMIC method on
the algorithms themselves and calculate the number of data
movements needed by any algorithm. This would make it
possible to compare the performance of two algorithms using
the COSMIC method. Of course, for this to work, some terms
need to be established, and we need to define exactly what the
Entry, Exit, Read, and Write data movements mean in the
algorithm context. It should also be taken into account that such
measurements on the algorithms must be performed on a
different level of granularity. The measurement results must
then be reported distinctly, as a local extension, for example.
Note that this study covered only one ISO measurement
method (ISO/IEC 19761 – COSMIC). There are four other ISO
recognized measurement methods in the software industry [3],
which can also be applied and studied.
In summary, this paper has reported on an ongoing research
project aimed at defining standards that can be used to help
researchers better evaluate and compare complex medical and
engineering software applications without the need to have
access to the implementations, or even to the complete
documentation.
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